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Charged Current Diff. Cross Section

CHAPTER 3. NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS

3.2 Neutrino-Nucleon scattering

3.2.1 Llewellyn-Smith formalism for the neutrino experiments

The scattering processes under consideration in this section are the following 2 reactions

(Fig. 3.2),

⌫l + n! l� + p, (3.17)

⌫̄l + p! l+ + n. (3.18)

In Appendix C.1, we derive the expression for neutrino-nucleon di↵erential cross section

formula (Eq. C.41),
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with the expressions for A(Q2), B(Q2), and C(Q2) given in Eqs. C.38, C.39, and C.40.

Here, E⌫ is an incident neutrino energy, M is a nucleon mass, and s and u are Mandelstam

variables. Now we transform them to the familiar form [20] used in practice. All the

contributions to the weak nucleon current other than the vector and axial vector form

factors arise from the electromagnetic or strong interaction. However, the electromagnetic

and strong interactions are G-parity conserving processes. So one can reasonably omit

terms involving G-parity violating second-class-current form factors (FV
3 and FA

3), which

should not exist within the standard model (Sec. 3.2.8). And, we assume all form factors

are purely real which mean there is no T-violation in any nucleon weak elastic scattering

experiment (Sec. 3.2.8). Also, the ⇠F2 term may be rewritten as F2 which is more standard

in this (neutrino) community. This also means pF
EM,p

2 ⌘ FEM,p

2 and nFEM,n

2 ⌘ FEM,n

2 .
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With these procedures, Eqs. C.38, C.39 and C.40 become,
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B(Q2) = Q
2

M2 FA(F1 + F2), (3.21)

C(Q2) =
1
4
(F 2

A + F 2
1 + ⌧F 2

2 ). (3.22)

Here we have used the common abbreviation, ⌧ = Q
2

4M2 . Eqs. 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22, as well

as Eq. 3.19 agree with [20] except for a missing cos2✓c term in [20].

Next, we are able to eliminate the lepton mass term ( m
2

M2 ⌧ 1) for our applications

(electron and muon production). In this case, the contribution from the pseudo-scalar form

factor (FP ) becomes zero, and these equations agree with those of [21, 22].

3.2.2 Is it B or �B?

There exists a sign inconsistency for the B(Q2)-term between many papers (for example [15,

20, 22]). This problem arises from the many possible choices in: (1) the definition of the

sign of gA (Eq. 3.62), (2) the sign in front of gA, (3) the sign in front of FA (axial vector

form factor), and (4) the sign in front of the B(Q2)-term. This problem may be avoided by

remembering that d�

dQ2 (⌫l + n! l� + p) > d�

dQ2 (⌫̄l + p! l+ + n).

3.2.3 Llewellyn-Smith formalism for Neutral Current

We can modify Eqs. 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 so that Eq. 3.19 is also correct for the neutral current

cross section. Since the neutral weak current is related to the electromagnetic current,

< N |Jµ

Z
|N >=< N |Jµ

3 � 2sin2✓W · Jµ

EM
|N >, (3.23)

where J3 is the third component of the isospin current and JEM is the electromagnetic cur-

rent. Then, the nucleon neutral current form factor can be written completely by including
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One predicts diff. x-section from lattice QCD 
for a given neutrino beam energy if F1,2 , FACC   

and Fp  known

The ν-n differential cross-section: 

FA = axial form factor
𝐺! = 𝐹" − 𝜏𝐹# Electric
𝐺$ = 𝐹" + 𝐹# Magnetic
𝜏 = 𝑄#/4𝑀#

M= Mp = 939 MeV
𝑁𝐴%𝑁 → linear combination of 𝐹& , 3𝐹'
𝑁𝑃𝑁 → 𝐺'
𝑁𝑉%𝑁 → 𝐺! , 𝐺$



Cohesive strategy for (e, 𝝻, ν)-Z scattering 
☛5 Form Factors,  gA, μ , 𝑔!∗

• 𝐺! 𝑄# Electric
• 𝐺$ 𝑄# Magnetic
• 𝐺& 𝑄# Axial
• 3𝐺' 𝑄# Induced pseudoscalar
• 𝐺' 𝑄# Pseudoscalar
• The lattice methodology is the same
• Precise experimental data exist for 𝐺! 𝑄# and 𝐺$ 𝑄#

• Axial ward identity relates 𝐺& 𝑄# , 3𝐺' 𝑄# , 𝐺' 𝑄#

• 𝐺! 𝑄# = 0 = 1                           Conserved vector charge
• 𝐺$ 𝑄# = 0 = μ =  4.7058        Magnetic moment
• 𝐺& 𝑄# = 0 = 𝑔& = 1.277(2)      Axial charge
• 3𝐺' 𝑄# = 0.88𝑚%

# = 𝑔(∗ = 8.06(55) Induced pseudoscalar charge



Axial-vector form factors
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Calculate the 3 form factors on the lattice
• Axial: GA
• Induced pseudoscalar: !𝐺P
• Pseudoscalar: GP

𝑁(𝑝?) 𝑃(𝑞) 𝑁(𝑝@) = '𝑢 𝑝? 𝐺A 𝑞B 𝛾C 𝑢(𝑝@)

𝐺D, ,𝐺A , 𝐺A must satisfy the PCAC relation: 𝜕E𝐴E = 2𝑚𝑃

∝ 1/𝑄F



PCAC (𝝏𝝁𝑨𝝁 = 2 &𝒎P) requires

6𝐺A 𝑄B = 𝐺D 𝑄B
4𝑀G

B

𝑄B +𝑀H
B

If pion pole-dominance holds 
⇒ there is only one independent form factor

Goldberger-Trieman relation at 𝑄! = 0

𝐹H 𝑔HGG = 𝑀G 𝑔D

Pion pole-dominance (PPD) hypothesis
Aµ

√
2 gπNN γ

5

√

2 qµFπ

∼
1

Q2+M2
π



Extracting the ground state matrix elements 
from 3-point functions 
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QM tells us  ⟨𝐴E⟩ = ∫ 𝑑I𝑥 𝜓 𝑥 𝐴E 𝜓 𝑥

𝑁(𝑝?) 𝑃(𝑞) 𝑁(𝑝@)

𝑁(𝑝?) 𝐴E(𝑞) 𝑁(𝑝@)

𝑁(𝑝?) 𝑉E(𝑞) 𝑁(𝑝@)

Lattice QCD gives us 𝜓(𝑥)
as an  “integral over paths”



Calculating matrix elements using Lattice QCD
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O

n p
×

Isolate the neutron e-Mn (t-|τ) Project on the proton e-Mpτ

ud

uu
d d

Ω N̂(t, p ')Ô(τ, p '− p)N̂(0, p) Ω =

Ω N̂(p ') N j e
− dt H∫ N j Ô(τ, p '− p) Ni e

− dt H∫ Ni N̂(p) Ωi, j∑ =
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Ensemble average over background gauge configurations



Spectrum from the 2-point function 𝚪𝟐
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M0, M1, … masses of the ground & excited states 
A0, A1, …   corresponding amplitudes 

Fit the data for Γ! 𝑡 versus t to extract 

Γ2 (t) = A0
2 e−M0 t + A1

2 e−M1 t + A2
2 e−M2 t + A3

2 e−M3 t +....

• The signal degrades exponentially 𝑒K L!KM.CL" N

• To resolve a small mass gap (M1 – M0 ) needs large t 

Signal in ΓB: 𝑒KO!N Variance: 𝑒KIO"N

n n
t

n n

𝑛 𝑛



Excited states & violation of PCAC
Challenge: To get the matrix elements in the ground state of the nucleon, 
the contributions of all excited states have to be removed. 

𝑢𝛾%𝛾*𝑑All intermediate 
states with the same 
quantum numbers as 
N can contribute

Issue: How to determine the spectrum of all states that contribute 
significantly to a given 3-point function?



Challenges

• Cannot go to large 𝜏 because
the signal/noise degrades as
𝑒" #!"$.&#" '

– 2-pt:  τ~ 2fm   ;   3-pt:  τ~1.5fm

• (𝑁 couples to the nucleon, all its excitations and multi-
hadron states with the same quantum numbers

• As �⃗� → 0, the tower of physical 𝑁𝜋 , 𝑁𝜋𝜋 states becomes 
arbitrarily dense above ~1210 MeV

• The excited states that gives significant contribution to a 
give ME are not known a priori

M
e
ff
(τ
)

τ

A0 = 5.12(11)e− 10
M0 = 0.4647(13)
R1 = 0.40(10)

ΔM1 = 0.212(27)
R2 = 0.572(92)

ΔM2 = 0.42(12)
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FR: 3 − 24,
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2017 Showed Violation of PCAC
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PCAC: 𝑅M+𝑅B =
ST U#
L!U$

+  V
% 3U#
FL!

% = 1

𝑎 = 0.087 𝑓𝑚
𝑀H = 138 𝑀𝑒𝑉

𝑎 = 0.057 𝑓𝑚
𝑀H = 136 𝑀𝑒𝑉

Gupta et al, PRD 96 (2017) 114503

𝑄!

PCAC violated if one uses the spectrum from 2-point function



2019: Resolution of PCAC and PPD
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On including low mass 𝑁(+,𝜋( and 𝑁(𝜋-( excited states neglected in previous 
works,  showed PCAC and PPD are satisfied  

!"#!
$"##

+ %$ &#!
'$"

$##
= 1

The E1 of 𝑁(+,𝜋( and 𝑁(𝜋-( are 

determined from fits to the ⟨𝑁𝐴.𝑁⟩

3-point axial correlation function!!



Spectrum from the 2-point function
M
e
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(τ
)

τ

A0 = 5.36(10)e− 10
M0 = 0.4670(12)
R1 = 0.590(53)

ΔM1 = 0.315(35)
R2 = 0.77(18)

ΔM2 = 0.75(14)
R3 = 0.603(89)

ΔM3 = 0.406(32)

FR: 3 − 24,
χ2/20 = 0.72, p = 0.81(2)

pr: 0.60(30)
pr: 0.30(15)
pr: 0.80(60)
pr: 0.70(40)
pr: 0.60(40)
pr: 0.40(30)
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Large region of parameter values give similar 𝜒#/𝑑𝑜𝑓

Resulting Change in:
𝐺D ∼ 1—4 %
,𝐺A ∼ 15—25 %
𝐺A ∼ 20—30 %

Comparing two 4-state fits



Current Status: Axial

Future: 
• Determine a robust way to extract 𝐺& 𝑄# = 0 ≡ 𝑔&
• Further improve control over excited-states
• Increase the range of values of lattice spacing and pion masses to 

reduce the associated systematics
• Incorporate/Develop methods to extend the range of 𝑄#
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A
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Issues: 
• The pattern of excited states cannot be determined from ⟨𝑁𝐴.𝑁⟩ at 

𝑄# = 0 .  Thus analysis of 𝑔& is not yet fully resolved
• In principle there is a tower of 𝑁(𝜋-( states. We have only included the 

dominant one (consistent with chiral perturbation theory)
• Statistical precision falls at large  𝑄#



Electric & Magnetic form factors

16

N(pf ) V
µ (q) N(pi ) = u(pf ) γ

µF1(q
2 )+σ µνqν

F2 (q
2 )

2M
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥u(pi )

GE (q
2 ) = F1(q

2 )− q2

4M 2 F2 (q
2 ), GM (q

2 ) = F1(q
2 )+F2 (q

2 )

Matrix Elements of Vμ→ Dirac (F1) and Pauli (F2) form factors

Define Sachs Electric (GE) and Magnetic (GM) form factors



Current Status: Electric & Magnetic

• The extraction of electric and magnetic form factors is insensitive to the 
details of the excited states

• The form factors do not show significant dependence on the lattice spacing 
or the quark mass 

• Good agreement with the Kelly curve. Confirms lattice methodology
• Improve precision and get data over larger range of parameter values

Electric Magnetic
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Future
• Continue to develop a robust analysis strategy for removing excited 

states in all nucleon matrix elements 
– Charges, Form factors
– nEDM

• Flavor diagonal operators for (“neutral current” interactions,  dark 
matter, proton spin, momentum fraction, …)

• Generate and analyze ensembles to improve chiral and continuum 
extrapolation for
– Clover-on-clover formulation
– Increase statistics on Clover-on-HISQ calculations

• Perform a comprehensive analysis of scattering data using lattice 
results for 𝐺! 𝑄# , 𝐺$ 𝑄# , 𝐺& 𝑄# , 3𝐺' 𝑄#


